
Mars Hill
• Visited by Bart & Janice Seever Summer 2005

The William Rowley farm where they entertained 
Wilford Woodruff in the 1840’s.

Additions have been made to the original.   
How it looks in 2005.

Ken’s additions 2008
MarsHill

Update Aug 2007 

Too large to print. 

See MarsHillJpg



Mars Hill
William Rowley Family Farm

“Mars Hill” is now called “Byeways”.                               

Between being “Mars Hill” and “Byeways” it was a village pub.
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Driveway of Mars Hill - 2005

• Pic #7060390
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Rowley Family Farm

Mars Hill

Back view
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Mars Hill Back Yard
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Back yard at Mars Hill

Notice how green and beautiful
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Leading away  from Mars Hill

Path behind the house
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Mars Hill Country Side
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Mars Hill Country Side
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Mars Hill Country Side
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Countryside looking from Mars Hill

• Pic #P7060394
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William & Ann Jewell Rowley were 
members of the United Brethren
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John Benbow’s Farm

The 600 United Brethren were taught and baptized 
by Wilford Woodruff at the Benbow farm.
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Pond at Benbow Farm
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Pond at Benbow Farm where early saint were 
baptized by Wilford Woodruff.
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Dunns Close
is very near

Mars Hill

“May 25th. We Spent the day 
in looking up the aged and 
infirm and baptized as 
many of them as would 
receive our testimony. I 
baptized 6 and Bro 
Richards confirmed them. 
One was 80 years of age. 
We preached at Dunns 
Close and spent the night 
at William Rowley. 4 miles

Wilford Woodruff Journal,         
vol 1 p 452
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Dunns Close
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Dunns 
Close

side view

Dunns Close is 
mentioned in 
Wilford Woodruff’s 
journal as being 
four miles from 
Mars Hill
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Shows what the inside of homes look like. 
Notice the style of the wood beams.

Living room at Dunns Close where 
Wilford Woodruff preached
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Modern day Kitchen at Dunns Close
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Modern Bedroom at Dunns Close
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Stairway inside the homes.                                      
Shows how tight and tidy the homes are.                    
Notice the age of the wood.
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Old Church in Suckley 
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Tithe  Roll - Suckley

This roll tells
who owns what…
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This is at 
Mars Hill
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Gadfield Elm Chapel 

• Wilford Woodruff preached here. 

• Local members met here after that.
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Gadfield Elm Chapel 
– today members answer questions to find the combination.
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Gadfield Elm Chapel inside
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Gadfield Elm Chapel 
A section inside is set up as a museum
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Wilford Woodruff’s baptism record
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Gadfield Elm Chapel 
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Gadfield Elm Chapel inside
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Ann Rowley was baptized here in 1840.

“Baptized and confirmed May 6, 1840 at Nightingale 
Bower near Birchwood: Ann Rowley”

[Woodruff, Journal, vol. 1, p. 385].
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Nightingale Bowery – This is where 
Ann Jewell Rowley was baptized.
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Janice & Bart Seever                     
and escorts, Val & Richard, 
at Nightingale Bowery
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Nightingale 
Bowery 
House

Now home    
of Richard 
Harward
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Nightingale Bowery
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This couple act as a guide to Mormon sites in the area. They are not 
LDS.  The Seevers were shown many interesting LDS sites and were
able to go into the buildings in the area. Aug 2007 akrc



At Nightingale Bowery
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Mars Hill
Images

Pictures by Janice Seever
Visited Summer 2005
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Old Time Gypsy Wagon – in the back yard. Aug 2007 akrc
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Ken Rowley 

England Pics

This is a Church of England 

around Suckley, where Ken's 

ancestors are from. It's a cute 

little church that is still in use 

today.

Here are Adam and Eve at the front 

of the church.
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cc

• cc

•.........and here is the interesting part! At the 
back of the church there is a table with some 
Mormon pamphlets on it and a poster board 
telling about Wilford Woodruff coming and 
preaching in the area. There didn't seem to be 
any anti Mormon sentiment there like there is 
here in the western USA.

This is the back of the church 

looking toward the front.
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Ken Rowley

• Ken is giving his sermon inside 

Gadfield Elm Chapel.

• You have to use a combination to get 

inside by answering questions that 

only a Mormon would know. The

questions I can remember: At what age 

is a child baptized? How many books

are there after Moroni? How many

chapters are in the book of Enos?

• The chapel was originally built by the

United Brethren in 1836. From 1840

until 1842 a number of prominent LDS 

church leaders preached there,

including Brigham Young and Wilford 

Woodruff. It is the oldest Mormon 

chapel in the world still standing.
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Wilford Woodruff from Ken
• Wilford Woodruff at Hill Farm

• On 4 March 1840, Elder Wilford Woodruff, an Apostle of the Church of Jesus Christ of 
Latter-day Saints, and William Benbow, a recent convert, visited John and Jane Benbow here 
at Hill Farm. Sent from America to preach by Church president Joseph Smith, Elder 
Woodruff had been teaching and baptizing in the Straffordshire area when he was prompted 
by the Lord to journeyed southward. William brought him here to his brother’s home.

• John Benbow, a yeoman farmer and freeholder of this property, and his wife were affiliated 
with the United Brethren, a group of dissenters from the Primitive Methodist Church who 
held meetings here. Elder Woodruff’s journal records:

• “I told Mr. Benbow that I would like to commence my Master’s business by preaching the 
gospel to the people….and he sent word through the neighborhood that an American 
missionary would preach at his house that evening….I also preached at the same place on the 
following evening, and baptized six persons, including Mr. John Benbow, his wife, and four 
preachers of the United Brethren. I spent most of the following day in clearing out a pool of 
water and preparing it for baptizing, (that is the pond in the background of the picture - TR) 
as I saw that many would receive that ordinance.

• “I continued to preach and baptize daily. The first thirty days after my arrival in 
Herefordshire, I had baptized forty-five preachers and one hundred and sixty members of the 
United Brethren.”

• By December 1840, Elder woodruff had baptized more than 300 persons and, together with 
other missionaries, converted 1200 others in the Malvern area. The Benbows later assisted in 
financing the first British publication of the Book of Mormon. Elder Woodruff’s great 
missionary success helped create a strong foundation for the Church in Great Britain. “The 
people were praying for light and truth,” he wrote, “and the Lord sent me to them.”

• This marker placed in commemoration of the 150th anniversary of the Church of Jesus Christ 
of Latter-day saints in Great Britain, 1987
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